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In deductible pricing formulas presented in rhe C.\S Pnrt 9 syllabus. J “safety t’actor” IS 

mentioned but not fully explained. This paper describes the purpose. scope. concepts. and 

applications of the safety factor in Workers Compensatton deductible programs. A procedure 

for quantitication of this factor is presented using a component approach. The authors also 

discuss the theory and practice of estimating each component. Further research on the subject 

is encouraged, and some suggestions are provided for enhancing the body of actuarial knowledge 

of the safety factor. 
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Background to Development of Safety Factor 

In Gillam and Snader’s study note “Fundamentals oî Individual Risk Rating”, the actuar-ial 
student is introduced to a term Snader originally labeled as the “safety factor”. In his deductible 
premium credit formula (see Exhibit 5), this factor is applied to the loss elimination ratio (LER), 
which is the ratio of losses eliminated by a deductible to full coverage losses. The study note 
introduces the safety factor but offers little explanation of what it is. This paper expands the 
concept of a safety factor and touches upon a full range of ratemaking considerations in doing 
so. 

The authors quantified the safety factor for the pricing of Workers Compensation small 
deductible coverage only. Even a large inaccuracy in the estimation of the safety factor has 
relatively little effect on the pricing of small deductible covetage. Nonetheless. we believe our 
efforts have expanded the body of actuarial knowiedge and we wish to share this knowledge with 
others. In addition, when the concepts described in this paper are applied to large deductibles 
of $100,000 or more, even small inaccuracies in the safety factor have a significant impact on 
the pricing of large deductible coverage. 

After extensive research and consideration, the authors have concluded that the purp&e of 
Snader’s safety factor is to convert the loss elimination ratio of the entire insured population to 
one appropriate for the population choosing a deductible. The resulting LER is then converted 
to a premium credit, which reduces the premium that the insured pays by an amount equal to 
the savings to the insurer resulting from the insured’s selection of a deductible. Both the insurer 
and the insured should consider the selection of a deductible a fair transaction. 

lf priced correctly, the insureds premium credit should pass on any savings created by the 
deductible plus a charge for any additional expenses incurred and any additional risk which will 
arise. For small deductibles. this usually results in vary little change in the combined ratio to 
premium (this ratio includes provisions for losses, expenm and dividends). The insurer should 
be indifferent to the choice of a deductible or no deductible. If this is not the case. then the 
transaction becomes unfair to either the insurer ot the insured. If there is a competitive market 
place, unfair transactions will ultimately not occur (and in ths case, deductible coverage will not 
be sold or bought). 

During our research, other purposes for the safety factor have ben proposed. Some havc 
suggested that the safety factor should reflect any increase in general and other acquisitlon 
expenses resulting from the choice of the deductible. While the authors agree that any change 
in expenses should be retlected in the premium credit, we show in the Adjustments to Expense 
Provisions section that the adjustments apply better to the expense provisions themselves rather 
than to the LER. 

Others have suggested that the safety factor should correct for deficiencies in other rating 
variables such as the class plan. They suggest that if insureds who choose a deductible have. 
on average, a better or worsefitll coverage loss ratio than those who don-t. then the safety factor 



should recognize these differences in addition to those that affect the LER. In the Adverse 
Selection section, the authors will show that we could fmd no proof that employers who choose 
a deductible have a full coverage loss ratio different than the general insured population. Even 
if we had found a difference, we would have recommended introducing a secondary class plan 
variable (or perhaps a separation of manual rates for popular deductible sizes as in the 
automobile rating plan) rather than reflecting this difference in the safety factor. The safety 
factor is applied directly to the LER and we believe the natural purpose of this factor is related 
only to the LER. 

With the purpose and scope of the safety factor in mind, the authon reasoned that the safety 
factor for Workers Compensation deductible pricing should be quantified as an algebraic relation 
of components. The formula is presented in Exhibit 1. We identified four components which 
should affect the LER and therefore be included in the combination: the effect of adverse 
selection against the insurer, the risk of employer default, the loss of investment income due to 
delays surrounding the collection and handling of the deductible amount, and finafly the tisk 
loading associated with retaining excess rather than ground up 1osse.s. We will discuss each of 
the components in tum. As previously mentioned, the effect of writing deductible policies on 
the insurer’s general and other acquisition expenses should be quantifíed separately, so we 
discuss this adjustment in a separate section. 

Summary of Conclusions 

1. The authors were unable to discover any prospective criteria which predict when an 
employer will choose a deductible. Initially, NCCI had little data repot-ted for deductible 
policies and so an (I ~>~oli approach was sought in order to quantify the effect of adverse 
selection. 

î -. After data become available. a reasonable approach to measuring adverse selection is to 
compare the LER of employers who select a deductible fo the LER of all employers. 
The authors suspect that this type of retrospective analysis will revea1 a significant 
potential for adverse selection. We assumed all employers would reimburse the insurer 
for all claim amounts below the deductible threshold and measured the risk of default on 
the deductible amount separately. 

3 _ National average bankruptcy rates for small businesses serve as a simple but reasonable 
measure of an employer’s risk of default. 

-4. The analyst must measure two types of investment income for safety factor 
determination. The tirst compensates the insurer for the time value of money associated 
with the Workers Compensation deductible reimbursement process. The second is 
related to the potential change in the desired rate of retum due to the employer’s choice 
of deductible coverage. 



5. 

6. 

Mosr likely, ratemaking expense provGns \vill &mge uith [he Introducrmn of 
deductible coverage. Codmg collection and handling expenses as subrogarron expenses 
may capture some ot’ the expense differences in the ndverse selectron component. The 
expense provisions in the deductible pricing formula can be adjusted for other types ot 
expense differences. 

A risk load factor oi 4% of full coverage pure premium IS reasonable for all small 
deductible coverages. When related to premium ~rcr of a deductrble. the risk provision 
always increases as the selected deductible increases. 

The effects of the individual components of the safety factor are probably not 
independent of each other. Nonetheless, assuming each component acts on the LER 
independently makes it easier to develop the (combined) safety factor. This is especially 
true when limited data is available. 

Like so many other actuarial endeavors. safety ràctor analysis needs to continue. The 
pricing of small deductible coverage may not warrant the necessary expenditure oi 
resources, but /urge deductible covrrnge ~nvolvcs billions of premium dollars. The cost 
of more research when compared to the impact on large deductible pricing is justitied. 

Advere Selectiou 

In the context of our paper. cdr~rse ~c/~rio~r occurs when the Loss Eliminatton Ratio (LER) 
predicted from a theoretical loss distribution is highrr man me LER emerging from subsequent 
experience on policies with a deductrble. 

Why would this ever happrn! Since ‘losses ~limrnated‘ rUr llle insurer means ‘Iosses rctained’ 
for the insured. and since the premium credtr retlrcts the ~~r’ol’d$c amount oi losses retamed (i.r. 
is the same for all insureds m the hazard group). rrsks who anticipate retatning a smaller 
percentage of loss dollars than prrdicred will save money by choosing n deductible. The 
population of deductible policies will probably contnin more of mese rrsks than average. nnd the 
LER which emerges frorn rhe rxperience oi mis population will be lower man rhe LER whrch 
the insurer predicted. .The rnsurer. who gave away more premium dollars 111 deductible credrts 
than it saved from eliminating loss dollars. iv111 most Irhely experience n Ioss rntio iugher than 
expected. 

An obvious question is: Can a risk predict LI ~,‘I~Ju wh~tlier II w~ll rrtain fewrr loss dollars than 
avetage? And if so. what crrteria docs tt use LO makc 11s predrctron’! One nould expect rhe 
losses eliminated by a deductible to depend hrnvily upon the claim r’requency; nll other things 
being equal. an insured with higher t’requency pavs the drductible more ol’ten. Another possible 
criteria is the size of rhe rrsk’s experience n~odi&u~o~r (mod). 

Since the NCCI Revised Experience Rating Plan 15 rmore jensitive IO h~gh t’requrncy than high 
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severity, the LER may vary betwren rtsks nlth credit and deblt mods. We Lrgrezated the 
insureds in one state who were elipible t‘or NCCI experlence rating 11110 those with ‘smaller than 
average’ or ‘larger than average’ claim frequencies. and (separately) those with credit or debit 
mods. Pretending that a $2.500 deductible applied. we rxamined their experlence over policy 
years 1986-1988, searching for evidente that adverse selection could occur if the deductible was 
offered in the coming rating year. 

Exhibit 2, (top box) indicates almost no difference in the LER between the ‘small’ and ‘large’ 
claim frequency groups and thus no evidente of adverse selecrion. On the other hand, Exhibit 
2, (lower box) shows that the LER ir lower for risks with debir mods than for credit mods. This 
means that ‘debit’ risks will (at least in this sample) benetit from choosing a deductible. 

At first. it seems odd that these risks. which should have higher claim frequency than credit 
rish, retain a smaller percent of losses than average. However. our data indicated that these 
higher frequency risks also have a higher clalm beverity. The volume of losses excess of the 
deductible thus drives down the LER. II is apparent that selecting criteria for prospecriveiy 
detecting and quantifying adverse selection potentinl ib very difficult. if not impossible, because 
the researcher must start by second guesslng the Inhured’s motivation for selecting a deductible. 

An altemative way to measure the effect oi advcrse selection is to record who did and did not 
choose a deductible and (retrospectively) calculate the emerged loss elimination ratio for each 
group. Since Workers Compensation deductible programs are relatively new. a limited quantity 
of policy year experience reports t’or deductible risks are available. Nevertheless. NCCI has 
constructed a ‘deductible protile’ whlch contains the LER t’or rlsks who chose deductibles oi 
various sizes. 

Exhibit 3 compares the LERs for the drductible rlskh tu thr LER (nr the deducttble arnount) for 
all risks in the protiled state. The rano 01 the ‘tleductlble rlsk’ LER to the ‘nll rirk’ LER is n 
measure of the safety factor component ior adverse \election (actunlly. the factor component 
which would have been nppropriate for the past pcriod). The ratios 111 Exhlblt 3 are based on 
a 932 claim sample at iourth report: n much Inrger s;umplt: ,Ize nnd a longer drvelopment history 
would obviously improve the accuracy ot‘ 1111s ~~IIIIIXI~II. The exhibit tlepicts a Gmple way to 
compute the safety factor component ior adversr helectlon g~ven rhat a company can identliy 
policies written with a deductible ¡II fhe ~pnst. L\:hsn uimg this method ior rneasurmg a safety 
factor, the analyst assumes that the same crlteria t’or selectm g :I deductlble 111 the past WIII be 
used to decide whether to choose a deductlble 111 the f‘uture. 

When estimating safety tactors rmpiricnlly. t\\o distomons ,hould be recognlzed. Many 
insureds may not report losses which do not cxceec] the deductible. srnce they have to pay them 
anyway. Exhibit 4 shows how using data from these lnsureds could result in distortion of the 
factor component for adverse selectlon. Cla~ms n I11ch u_o unreported are not recorded as losses 
eliminated (for the msurer). XI the LER i> underesrimnted t’or d~ductible rlsks and thus the 
degree of adverse selection IS overstnted. 
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In addition, ir is important to know rxactly how losses nre betng reported For tnstnnce. tome 
states have legislated that losses be rcported to NCCI ~(‘1 (!/‘the deducttble aniotmt t’or experience 
rating purposes. We found that the resuhs were distorted s~gniticantly whw mdying dates with 
net loss reporting laws. 

In Workers Compensation deductible programs. the tnsurer is usually requtred to pay the full 
coverage benefit to the injured worker and later collect the deductible amounf from the 
employer. When the employer is unable to reimburse the insurer for losses paid on its behalf. 
tire empirical LER is lower than anticipated. For our ndverse selection analysis. we assumed 
al1 employers would reimburse the insurer for the deductible amount, because we quantified the 
impact of tbe insured’s risk of default separately (in the next section). When the deductible 
profile data is mature enough, an analyst could use empirical LERs to measure both components 
of the safety factor at once. (A general discussion of interactions nmong safety factor 
components appears later in this paper.) 

Cpnclusion: 
Thesafety factor component for adversr xlectioh 4~~tld be the ratio oi the loss eliminarion tatio 
for risks who choose deductibles to tIte loss ~ltmtnattott rario for all risks in the population. 
Estimating mis value prospectively (1.~. without ~IIOWIII p who is choosinp deductibles) requires 
identifying the insured’s criteria for deciding to take ;I deductible. We found that basing the 
criteria on prior claim frequency or related information (such as experience rnoditication) did 
not produce conclusive results. Estimating the ndverse selection component retrospeetively, 
based on historical loss eliminarion patterns for risks who did and did not choose deductibles. 
provides a reasonable result. While this is currently difticult for NCCI due IO a lack oi 
deductible claim data and data reportin: Ircqutremenr~. individual carriers may he able to 
construct more detailed databases IO be u!,ed t’or esttmatton. 

Risli uf Emplo>cr Dehl~ 

As we mentioned earlier. deducttbie programs II\ tlns line have an nnusual fenture. Sincr claims 
rnust be paid in full by the insurer and the deducttble amount collected separately irom the 
employer, we must consider the possibility thnt rhe rtnployer wtll deiaulr on the deducttble. In 
prospective evaluarions oi the adverse xtecttun ~o~qmrrir. we have nsswneti that the insurer 
recovers the deductible amount from the tnrured. and tgnored the rifect 01 outright failures ¡II 
collection. Therefore. our quanrit’icatton ot the sat?ty tactor tncludes an r\phcit component for 
the risk of default. Unfortunately. ttriault rtsk IIXI~ be dtiticult to quantiiy xxurntely. espectatlv 
using data nor originally collected for that purpuse. 

We reasoned that the population oi risks choosing jmall tleductiblrs consists primarily of smatl 
businesses. Larger employers tend to choose rctrospecrr\‘e rating. large deducttbles oi 5100.000 
or more, or self-insurance. The preliminary ‘dcductible protile’ underlyinp Exhibit 3 supports 
our assumption. indicating that 78% of deductible rtsks genente carned premium oi under 



$10,000 each. and 92% generate under S5O.Out.l t’;~ch. Cans~~lt~~~g 11~ 1931 U.S. Stattstical 
Absttact, we found the “death rate” ior small buhinesses (drtined there as rhose employing iewer 
[han 500 people) to be about 9% over the latesr three-year period. The death ratr ior specitic 
industries ranged between 8.5 and 10.5 percent. We selected a 3% risk ot‘drthlt based on this 
information. Industry sources deemed this a reasonable selecrion. 

Eventually, NCCI may obtain sufticient data on deductible risks to evaluate the adverse selection 
component retrospectively by comparing emerged LERs to predicred LERs. Individual caniers 
may be able to implement this type of evaluation now. When this happens, the default risk will 
be reflected (along with the adverse selection potential) in the “unrealized” portion of the 
predicted LER, reducing or eliminating the need for a separate componenr. 

Conclusion: 
The risk of employer default must be qunntitied on IIS own unt11 it becomes retlected in emerged 
LERs for deductible risks. NCCI data indicares thnr small deductiblcs are chosen prtmarily by 
small businesses. We conclude, referencmg externa1 data on small employers. that 9% is n 
reasonable selection for this component. 

Investment I~ironir 

A significant amount of investment income arises OIII of a Workers Cumpensation policy. Most 
policyholders pay premium within 18 months at’ter the policy &icctive date. but a large portion 
of the beneftts and expenses are paid 1nt1cl1 later (Jome larger policyholders negotiate later 
premium payments). For the most part. ndequntc (and not redundant) premtum collected and 
subsequent investment income ib sreater rhxl the expctlm ~IKI losses ultimrely pntd. This 
investment incotne parrtally compensates the lnburer‘, mvestors ròr the ri,k assoctated wtth 
underwtiting Workers Cotnpensatiori. Without II~~~S~III~II~ IIKWIW. ~~t;tt~ttal mes would need to 
be higher to compensare ior this risk component. 

Manual rates. therefore. implicitly includr ;I con,tderatlun ui investment income. -\ deductible 
premium credit is applied to manual premlum. II‘ the jpreiiiluin cr4it only retlects savings 111 
ultimate losses and expenses. then the prenilun1 ìredlt rrrlccr, thr \amc’ considerntion tOr 
investmenr income as the manual rate. 

The authors identitied two reasons why 111r ~iety t.lctor should incltrdr ,I component ior 
investment income. For Workers Cunipe~~~~iun tleductlble ~polic~?~ the insurer almost nlwavs 
pays the claim tirst and is retmbursed later by the employer. Th¡5 ;unotmts to the msurer giv& 
the employer a loan t’or the period 01‘ time nrcrssnry t’or the ~r~lnibursemrnt process to he 
completed. 

The second difference may arise lrom the employer IXI~III, u iosses under the deductible sooner 
than the insurer pays losses over rhe d~duct~blc. Large losse> .tre t!-picall! rettlcd nt n later date 
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than small losses and in Workers Compensation indemnity payments are paid over many years. 

On small claims and lump sum settlements, rnany insurers do not collect the deductible until 
after the loss is fully paid. In this situation, the adjustment for this second difference is not 
necessary. For other claims (e.g., indemnity), the claim is paid incrementally over longer 
periods of time. The premium used to pay for these claims will be supplemented with more 
investment income than the smaller deducted losses which are paid initially. 

For simplicity, we assumed a 90 day collection delay and an interest rate of 6% annually or 
1.5% for the nzimbursement pericd. The selected 6% was based on the interest rate for 
c0mmercia.l paper at tbe time of the analysis. 

Traditionally, NCCI has used a 2.5 46 profit and contlngency loading which includes an estimate 
of impact of investment income on ratemaking. The rate of retum needed for the investors of 
an individual insurer va& significantly. In addition, an estimate for ultlmate losses and 
expensesisneaLdbeforediiuntingforinvestmentincomecantake place. Consequmtly,the 
authors excluded any adjustment for investment income differences arising from deducted losses 
(loses below the deductible) being paid sooner than losses above the deductible. 

An individual insurer who knows the amount of investment income needed for its operation and 
the stream of @yments for deducted losses and all losses separately) may be able to use a 
duration concept to estimate the dierences that arise. If the duration of deducted losses is 
shorter than the duration of all loases, thm the interest rate times tbe change in duration may 
be used to estimate an increase in the safety factor. 

The reader who is interested in enhancing the mechanics of using the duration concept in this 
way should refer to papers written by Ferguson’ and Bustic.* 

. . COrlCl~ 
By design, the weakest part of our analysis is the quantification of the investment income 
component. Investment income considerations are inextricably linked to desired rates of retum. 
The authors believe rates of retum are best determined by the market place and not a rating 
bureau or regulator. 

‘Ferguson, R. E., 0VDuration8V PCAS LXX pp 265-288 

'Bustic, R. P., Vhe Effect of Inflation on Losses and Premiums 
for Property-Liability Insurers" Inflation Implications for 
Property Casualty Insurance, Casualty Actuarial Society Discussion 
Paper Program, 1981 pp 58-102 
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Adjustments to Expense Frovisions 

The safety factor is intended to account for al1 phenomena which make the LER emerging from 
experience on deductible policies smaller than the prospectively predicted LER. In addition to 
the LER itself, the loss adjustment and general expense provisions (expressed as a percentage 
of premium) assumed for the insured population in ratemaking may differ for a population of 
deductible policies. If so, these provisions should be adjusted when used in the Snader 
deductible credit formula. 

Exhibit 5 shows that when Snader’s credit formula is used, facton L,, and L should be 
multiplied by A and N, respectively, in the formula to reflect the percent change in expense 
provisions necessaq for deductible pricing. It also suggests one way of defining the adjustment 
factors empirically. 

The analyst must first express each expense provision as a ratio to a suitable independent 
variable. The choice of these variables will depend on the detail of the data available. For 
instance, one might expe-ct loss adjustment expense to vary more oc less directly with the amount 
of labor time spent processing claims. If claim transaction data were readily available, using 
the number of transactions as the independent variable might sufticiently capture the variation 
in the expense provision between ful1 coverage and deductible policies. Similarly, general 
expenses are usually defined as initial policy-writing and issuing expenses. Hence, the provision 
probably varies directly with the number of policies written. Whatever variable is chosen for 
the denominator, the adjustment factor (L, or LN) will be the ratio of the expense ratio for 
policies with a deductible to the expense ratio for full coverage policies. 

It is difficult for a rating bureau to obtain the detailed transaction data described above. NCCI 
would have to require a special cal1 for this data in order to estimate the size of the expense 
adjustments necessary. However, individual companies may be able to use their own detailed 
claim data to select appropriate variables. 

Many of the additional expenses postulated for deductible @cies may be associated with the 
collection and handling of the reimbursement to the insurer. The additional collection and 
handling expenses are similar to subrogation expenses, which are netted against losses. If the 
insurer is able to identify these expenses and code them as subrogation, then the LER for 
deductible policies would be lower than that for ful1 coverage policies, all other things being 
equal. The adverse selection component of the safety factor, if calculated in the manner 
recommended above, would automatically incorporate the effect of the difference in these 
expenses. However, it is unclear whether a simple change in the defmition of subrogation 
expenses would account for nll additional expenses associated with writing deductible policies. 
A combination of re-coding handling expenses and adjusting the expense provisions in the Snader 
formula may be best. 

Conclusion; 
According to industry sources. indicated expense provisions for policies with deductibles are 
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higher than indicated expense provisions for policies without deductibles. To price deductible 
credits correctIy, the analyst needs to estimate the percent change in the loss adjustment and 
general expense provisions and modify the numerator of the Snader formula to reflect the 
changes. In addition, coding collection and handling expenses on deductible policies as 
subrogation expenses may capture some of the expense differences by making the LER lower 
for deductible policies that incur these additional expenses. 

Adjustment for Increased Risk 

In Workers Compensation, small deductibles (usually below $5,CKQ eliminate many smaI1 claims 
but relatively few loss dollars. Consequently, the average claim size changes IittIe, but without 
the numerous smaIl claims the variance in severity of a claim increases. This increased variance 
generates increased risk for the insurer. Stone illustrates this concept in detail’. 

With small deductibles, the increase in risk is small. Therefore, we were motivated to select a 
procedure which was commonly accepted, and fit data readily available at NCCI. Exhibit 6 
shows an application of a procedure which satisties both criteria. 

We chose to adapt a procedure developed by Miccolis’ because: 

1. The Casualty Actuar-ial Society (CAS) has chosen it to illustrate measurement of 
risk by size of loss for the Part 9 actuarial student. 

2. 

3. 

We were able to easily adapt it to NCCI’s excess loss factor (ELF) data. 

The procedure avoids the need to estimate the moments of the frequency 
distribution. 

Before wading through the detail in Exhibit 6, it is important to understand the nature of the 
value being estimated. An increase in estimated risk provision decreases the safety factor which 
decreases the premium credit and increases the remaining premiums paid to the insurer. 

The risk provision is stated as a percentage of full coverage pure premium; however. the impact 
on net pure premium (after premium credit) is more heutisticaIly relevant. Our sensitivity tests 
indicated a decrease in risk provision (as applied to the LER) as the deductible increases. 

'Stone, J.M., "Theory of Capacity and the Insurance of 
Catastrophe Risks". The Journal of Risk and Insurance, June 1973, 
Vo1 XL No. 2 

‘Miccolis, R. S., "On the Theory of Increased Limits and Excess 
of Loss Pricing", PCAS LXIV, 1977, pp 60-73 
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However, as a percentage of net pure premium. the risk provision always increases. 

Exhibit 7, Page 1 illustrates the sensitivity of the risk load to the size of deductible. As shown. 
the risk load factor (provision) decreases from 4.4% for a $500 deductible to 4.0% for a $S,OíM 
deductible. However, when related to net pure premium, the m risk provision increas 
from .l% (.031-.030/(1-.031))to .7% ((.164-.158/(1-.164)). Thisriskprovisionasapercentage 
of net pure premium is the increasc; in protit and contingencies provision (P&C) for the insurer. 
The size of the risk provision developed using our procedure is relatively small when compared 
to the risk provisions developed in the Miccolis paper. This discrepancy is a refleetion of 
differences bchveen the P&C for Workers Compensation versus tbat for the liability coverage 
in other lines. 

When Miccolis wrote his paper, P&C for most liability lines was 5 46 for busic limirs coverage. 
For Workers Compensation, a 2.5 % P&C is common for unfimired coverage. Miccolis 
calibrated his risk provision by choosing a premium change limit of 5% of basic limits premium. 
We chose to calibrate our change limit at 5% of unlimited pure premium. 

The choice of pure premium change limit is highly subjective. Our reasoning was that if the 
insurance investor only requires 2.5% of premium plus future investment income to undeiwrite 
a Workers Compensation unlimited coverage policy, then 5% of pure premium is a reasonable 
change limit for determination of the risk provision. Exhibit 6 shows how the pure ptemium 
change limit is used to develop the lambda, which determines the amount of variance of the pure 
premium which enters Miccolis’ risk loading formula. 

Exhibit 7, Page 2 shows that the risk load factor is very sensitive to the choice of pure premium 
change limit. Since the Miccolis paper shows significantly higher risk loads even at basic limits. 
the authors suspect that in reality a 2.5% P&C Ioading is inadequate for Worken Compensation 
and a higher corresponding pure premmm change limit is necessary to provide an adequate risk 
load. 

For completeness, Exhibit 7, Pages 3 and 4 show our method’s sensitivity to different loss 
distributions by state and hazard group. The results are relatively unexciting since the variance 
in risk load factor is insigniticant. 

The relatively small impact of the risk provision motivated the choice of a simple, two-parameter 
loss distribution (Weibull) fitted to readily available excess loss mtios from NCCI’s excess loss 
factor procedure. (For more information on how NCCI develops excess loss factors, please refer 
to Robin Gillam’s paper: “Retrospective Rating: Excess Loss Factors”).’ From prior studies. 
we knew the Weibull tit reasonably well. 

Almost six months after this safety factor analysis. NCCI revised the excess loss factor (ELF) 
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distributions. NCCI’s ELF analysis would most likely intrigue even the most dedicated loss 
distribution expert. The change in excess loss ratio was dramatic for large limits, but for small 
deductibles, the changes were small. If the new NCCI loss distributions were used to develop 
the safety factor risk provision, the authors suspect that the results would be similar to those 
found in this paper. 

Originally, a numerical analysis (Simpson’s Rule) approach using the brute forte of the computer 
was used to estimate momenu of the truncated Weibull loas distribution. For the loss 
distribution zealot, Exhibit 8 shows a more sophisticated development of a closed form for the 
moments of the distribution after a deductible. This application would probably make little 
difference in our results for small deductibles. 

Since 1989, large deductibles of %100,000 or more have become very popular for Workers 
Compensation. A risk loading prccedure for these policies may justify greater sophistication and 
precision than shown in this paper. 

Interaction of Compoaents 

We have, up to now, followed a “divide and conque? approach to measuring the safety factor. 
Witbout the ability to observe the ultimate loss and expense experience on Workers Comp. 
deductible progratns, we have postulated discrete ways in which populations of dcductible risks 
may differ from the general population and attempted to separately quantify the pricing impact 
of each. For each component listed in Exhibit 1, the percent of the LER which will not be 
realized due to its impact is subtracted from unity. Then these complement percentages are 
multiplied together, with the interest rate component used as a discounting factor, to get the final 
safety factor -- the percent of the predicted LER that we do expect to realire. By combining the 
components this way algebraically, we are implicitly assuming that they affect the LER 
independently of one another. Even though we have estimated each in a vacuum. so to speak. 
in reality there are many opportunities for overlap among the components. 

For example, suppose employers who are in tinancial difficulty feel it is beneficial to them to 
reduce their premium immediately by choosing a deductible and receiving an up-front credit. 
In the long run, of course, they will neither gain nor lose because the premium credit, if 
calculated correctly, is offset by the losses they must pay (below the deductible). However, if 
rhe employers become insolvent. they will forte the insurer to assume the losses below the 
deductible, reducing the empirical LER. In this situation, the safety factor component for the 
risk of default overlaps with the component for adverse selection. 

Another example was mentioned previously. Some companies may choose to code collection 
expenses on deductible polices as subrogation expenses. This will reduce the empirical LER 
(and thus increase the adverse selection component) because such expenses are netted against 
losses. We also discussed adjustments to the loss adjustment and general expense provisions in 
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the deductible pricing t’ormula. which retlect the Increased expenses associnted \vtth wrlttng and 
administering deductible policies. To the extent that these adjustments ;1ccount for collectlon 
expenses ceded as subrogation. the adversr selection saiety iactor component and the expense 
provision adjustment t’actors will overlap as wcll. 

The practical problem is one of determining what loss and expense diiferences w~ll really show 
up by reducing the emerged LER (and thus be accounted ior by our adverse selection 
component) for a mature book of business with deductibles. and what components should be 
adjusted for separately (by applying other reductions to the theoretical LER and introducing 
expense. provision adjustment factors). Because of the dearth of Workers Compensation 
deductible data, our adverse selection component is currently an educated guess, rather than the 
ratio of an emerged LER to an expected LER. Considering this, we have accounted for other 
components of the overall safety factor separatel! through other studies. 

In time, the safety factor may be “consolidared” 3s the rntio oi LERs gers smaller. and the effect 
of the other components may be reduced. For now. we are considering the effect of adverse 
selection. the risk of default by the rmplo!cr. thc time value oi money due to collection delays. 
and the charge for assuming addtic\nai rlsk ‘1, indcpentlent evento nnd cxprrssing the overall 
safety factor accordingly as a (dlscounted) produce. 

Conclusion: 
We have formulated the safety factor implicitly assumln g that sach component affects the LER 
independently. In reality, the effects oi cach componrm will probably overlap. Specitically. 
the ratio of the empirical 10 the predicted LER. &signatcd the “ndvcrse srlrction” component. 
will absorb some of the effects of employer bankruptcv and increased expenses on deductible 
policies as well as strictly detined ,ttlvcr~< \Aect~on ot’ employrrs ngalnst the Insurer. When 
detailed historical data on drductiblr popul;~~~on~ 15 ~~~~~lnble. \ie w11l be able to observe the 
combined effects ot’ adverse selection. delu~s .mil ~‘xp~n~~s .tssocl;uetl \\lth collectlon. defaults 
by employers, and the lncreased risk Iòr tltiductlbl~ bu~ne:ss. Umil theii. ite niust estlmate 311 
components of the safety r’actor separntely. 

Our analysis suggests that by far the I;trge,t cuniponent oc the >,&zty factor i\ the provision t’or 
adverse selection. With time. NCCI u III lnr:thure ihe cotllpownt lar ;ttl\cr!,e Aectlon wlth 
greater precision t’or smnll tlcductiblcs. 

Recent data indicates that rhe premlurn crc’tllts lar I,try_c1 dcductlul~s ;tre ;1s high ils 90% oi full 
coverage standard premium. For large deductlbles. the precise measurement oì all ot‘ these 
components is more critical. To date. JII I,irce Jeductlblr prqrnms are tiled bv individual 
caniers. The actuaries for these carrlers could Iniprovr upon the methods desciibed in this 
paper in severa1 ways: 
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1. For an individual carrier, frequency of loss (claim count) information is usually readily 
available. With frequency of loss data. the actuary could introduce more complex 
statistical methods (e.g. use a frequency of loss distribution which is not Poisson). 

2. As noted earlier, with payment streams of both the deducted losses and total losses. 
individual carriers can measure the change in the safety factor resulting from differences 
in investment income. The authors suggest that any future researcher exercise caution 
in this area because: 

a. 
b. 
C. 

Workers Compensation is a very Long tailed line. 
Losses are ofIen discounted both explicitly and impticitly. 
Refore an adjustment is made for the duration difference of deducted losses and 
total losses, the researcher needs to measure the degree of discounting already 
included in the manual rate. This is especially important for large deductibles 
where losses over the deductible may not arise for many years. 

3. The authors were unable to measure the increase in fixed expenses resulting from the 
introduction of deductibles. An individual carrier may measure the amortized value of 
both start up costs and on going costs. Industry souru~ indicate that the additional 
processing costs associated with deductibles are significant. 

4. The authors measured the adverse selection component and the risk of default component 
separately. By looking at actual (empirical) loss elimination ratios (LER) over a adequate 
period of time, both components could be measured together. 

One state issued a regulation requiring the measurement of all of the components described in 
this paper. The authors believe that this is an unnecesq restriction on free market pricing. 
We also regret that our work may have influenced this regulation. Funher research as described 
in this section may help other actuaries cope with this type of regulation which, in our opinion. 
should not spread to other states and should be rescinded in the state where it is now in effect. 
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EXHIBIT ! 

Development of Safety Factors 
For Small Deductibles 

[A] Component for Adverse Selection 20.0% \ 

[B] Component for Risk of Employer Default 1 9.0% 

[Cj Component for Loss of Investment Income 1.5%( 

[D] Component for Increase in Risk 

[E] SAFETY FACTOR 
= (l-A)(l-B)(l-D)/(l+C) 
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EXHIBIT ? 

Prospective Estimation of Adverse Selection 

Claim Frequency Criteria 
Frequency Loss Eiim LER Rel. 

Group Ratio (LER) to Total 
LESS than Avg 0.226 1OOT 

MORE than Avg 0.225 1oog 
Al1 Risks . 100% 

Experience Mod Criteria 
Mod Loss Elim 

Range Ratio (LERA 
CREDIT (Mod < I) 0.367 __- 

LER Rel. 
to Total 

160% 
DEBIT (hkd >= 1) 0.198 86% 

Al1 Risks . 100% 
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ZXHIBIT 3 

Empirical Estimation of Adverse Selection 

LEC’f or IJi? f 0 r L/L%T 
Deductibie All Adverse 

Deductible Risks Risks Selecrion 

Based on a 932 claim sample vaiued at iounh repon 



Illustration of Distortion in Adverse Selection Component 

Claim # 

1 2 3 4 Total 

A. Actual Loss Amount $100 $200 $300 $lO,ocO %10,600 

B. Reponed to Insurer 0 $1O,ooo $lO,ooo 

C. Actual Losses Eliminated $100 $200 $300 $500 $1,100 

D. Reponed Losses Eliminated 0 $500 $500 

’ E. Actual LOS Elim. Ratio ,103 
[GA] 

ji F. Reponed Loss Elim. Ratlo .05 
il PB1 
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Exhibit 5 

ADJUSTMENTS TO EXPENSE PROVISIONS IN PRICING DEDUCTIBLES 

If we assume that the loss adjustment expense and general expense provisions in ratemaking change when i 
policy is written with a deductible, the deductible credit formula should reflect these changes. 

The current formula is: 
D=l- Cl-k*flE+a+n 

E+a+n 

We propose: 

D=l- (l-k-f)E+a%,+n*& 
E+a+n 

where L, and L, are factors retlecting the precent change in expense provisions necessaty to process a polic 
with a deductible. Using the results of a data call, L,, and L could be estimated as follows: L, = (LAE f 
Deductible PoliciesKlaim Transactions for Deductible Policies) 

L, = (LAE for Deductible PoliciesKlaim Transactions for Deductible Policies 
(LAE for Full Coverage PolicieslClaim Transactions for All Policies) 

L, = (General Expense for Deductible Policies/Number of Policies with Deductible) 
(General Expense for Full Coverage Policies/Number of Policies) 

The implicit assumption is that LAE is a function of number of claim ttansactions, while General Expense 
a funciton of the number of policies. 
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EXHIBIT 6 
DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSTMENT FOR INCREASED RISK FACTOR 

From Miccolis’, risk adjusted pure premium is: 

E[yl +.iVar [Y] 

where E[y] is the ground up pure premium and Var [y] is the pure premium variance. If z is the pure premium 
after a deductible, then risk adjusted deductible pure premium is: 

So, the risk adjusted LER is: 

1- lc[z] +AVar-[zl 
ELYI +).var[~l 

The unadjusted LER is: 

So, the safety factor component (f,) for an increase in risk is: 

1- E-[zl +LVar[zl 

f,= EWl +AVar [YI 
1 E-L21 

E[YI 

Since the standard excess loss factor (ELF) procedure gives us the E-L21 
x3-’ 

the problem reduces to 

estimating h Var [y] and X Var . [z] 
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EXHIBIT 6 
DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSTRIENT FOR INCWASED RISK 

If we assume the irequency of loss disrrlbution IS Poi~son. then Miccolis show~ 

Var[y] = E[n] * E[g(s)‘] 

where Erg(x)? is the second moment of the severity distriburlon about the orlgin. and E[n] is the average 
frequency. Since we are considering Workers Compensarion. we can assume g(x) =t because there is no pol~c! 
limit on the losses: 

Var[y] = E[n] . E[x!] . . (3 

and similarly 

Var’[z] = E(n] E’[w’] . (3) 

where w is the severity variable corresponding to z. 

If we multiply both ratios in (1) by 1 1 - 
Tm’ ELNI 

nnd \ubsrltute in equations (3) and (3). we have: 

:- E’lwl l hE.Cw’l 
E[x] +lE[x2] 

, E.[wl 
ELxI 

So.the problem reduces to estImarmg h. E’(\\‘[ and El\-] 

Miccolis estimates h by assuming that rhe bas~c IIII~I~~ prrmlum ib111 1101 change bu more rhan 5% and tkn 
solves for X. An analogous approach t’or thls npplicarion 15 to assume {he zround up pure premium should 1101 
change by more than P%. The formula t’or h would be: 

(1 + P)E[y] = E[y] X Var[y] 
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EXHIBIT 6 
DEVELOPMENT OF ADJUSThlENT FOR INCREASED RI% 

Since we are assuming a Poisson irequency dlsKbution. phis ~hnnper IO: 

AZ P.Efnl E[xl _ ?E[gl -- 
E[n] E[x-i ELx’l 

Since we have E[x] from the excess loss factor procedure. we can derive a h it’ we can obtain the secolla 
moment E[x2]. 

In summary, the only values nor supplied by rhe ELF procedure are the second moments of the ground 1111 
severity and the excess of deductible severity. It’ we c;m tlerlve these then thih is a workable procedure. 



EXIIJ 111’1’ / 

PAGE 1 

I >l:ItlVA I’ION 01: SAFETY FACI’OH 

t’( IMI’ONENT FOR INCREASED HISK 

Scnsitivity IO Dcductiblc Sizc 

5% s 1 .lmo 6,943 2.511.980.445 6.569 2.498.494.505 1.382E-07 n.052 0 os4 0.043 

5% $1,5nO 6.943 2.511.p80.445 6.438 2.49l.Q83.~ 1.3828-07 0.070 IN/3 0.042 

5% fz.oor, 6.943 2.511,980.445 6.323 2.485.594.098 1.3828-07 Il.086 0.089 0.042 

5% 02.5lllJ 6.943 2.511.980.445 6,219 2.479.314.574 1.382E-07 0.100 Il. 1134 0.042 

5% s5.000 6.943 2.511.Q80~445 5.801 2.449.274.926 X3828-07 0.158 0.164 0.040 

I.lllJ>l~lC~I I~rcllllulrl 
Avg. Cn,t Wul~ull l’~ramclïn Changc listimatcd Uomcnls Rink A~J. LJnaJj. Hirk I.oad _- ._... -- .___,_ ---- ---- 

SI’AIJ: l’~~<:il>c C TîU Inlcrwl J>CdUCliblï Ii W-21 .~ EL!3 EP3e I.amMa __- . .-- IXR I.ER Fac1ur 

r‘ -i - 1 6.955 (I.Z&~I 0.2&590 
-.- - - _._. -. 

5% ESO0 6.943 2.5J1.980.445 6.724 2.505.148.262 1.3828-07 fl.030 0.03 1 



EXEIBIT 

Pase 2 

DERIVATION OFSAFETY FACTOR 

COMPONENT FOR INCREASED RISK 

Sensitivity by Pure Premium Change Limit 

Risk Adj. Ufiad]. Rirk Load 

Limir Lambda LER LER Factor 

1 0% O.OE+Gu 0.089 0.089 0.000 

1% 2.8E-08 

2% S.5E-08 

3% 8.38-08 

4% l.lE-07 

5% 1.4E-07 

6% l.?E-OJ 

7% 1.9E-07 

8% 2.28-07 

9% 2.5E-07 

10% 2.88-07 

11% 3.OE-07 

12% x.38-07 

13% 3.GE-07 

14% 3.9E-07 

15% 4.1E-07 

16% 4.48-07 

17% 4.18-07 

18% S.OE-07 

19% 5.3E-07 

20% 5.5E-07 

21% S.8E-07 

22% 6.1E-07 

23% 6.48-07 

24% 6.6E-07 

25% G.9E-07 

26% 7.28-07 

27% 7.5E-07 

! 28% 7.lE-07 

29% 8.OE-07 

30% 8.38-07 

31% 8.68-07 

32% 8.8E-07 

) 33% Q.lE-07 

34% 9.48-07 

35% 9.7E-07 

36% 9.98-07 

37% LOE-OG 

38% l.lE-06 

39% LlE-OG 

0.089 0.089 0.009 

0.088 0.089 0.017 

0.087 0.089 0.026 

0.086 0.089 0.034 

0.086 0.089 0.042 

0.085 0.089 O.OSC 

0.084 0.089 o.osa 

0.083 0.089 O.oã5 

0.083 0.089 0.073 

0.082 0.089 0.080 

0.081 0.089 0.087 

0.081 0.089 0.09s 

0.080 0.089 0.102 

0.080 0.089 0.1011 

0.079 0.089 0.115 

0.078 0.089 0.122 

0.078 0.089 0.128 

0.077 0.089 0.133 

0.077 0.089 0.141 

0.076 0.089 0.141 

0.076 0.089 O.lS? 

0.075 0.089 0.159 

0.075 0.089 0.165 

0.074 0.089 0.171 

0.074 0.089 0.176 

0.073 0.089 0.18; 

0.073 0.089 0.188 

0.072 0.089 O.lQ? 

0.072 0.089 0.198 

0.071 0.089 0.204 

0.071 0.089 0.201 

0.070 0.089 0.214 

0.070 0.089 0.215 

0.069 0.089 0.224 

n.069 0.089 O.ZZS 

0.068 0.089 0.234 

0.068 0.089 0.231 

0.068 0.089 0.24: 

0.067 0.089 0.241 

1 40% l.lE-06 0.067 0.039 0.25: 
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IIXIII 111’1’ -/ 
PACE 3 

I>I:RIVA’I ION 01: SAFETY FACTOR 

i ‘OMI’ONENT FOR INCREASED RISK 

Sensitivity by Statc 

lilll~ll”Lxl I’r~llllunl 
Wc~bull I’,ramcien Changc Risk Adj. Undd~. Kisk I.oad 

I.ambda _ .-__ [m-z !!f!! Frc1or _ .- 
A 4.596 LI 2387.1311 II.2IIOS‘~IX SSi J.Sll) 4.062 1.203.384.423 1.186.243.716 I.907E-07 õ.illJ Il.1 1s 0.042 

II 6.955 0.202 ,VlfI 11.2~156596 5% h.94 3 6.323 2,511.9880.445 2.48X594.098 1.382E-07 0.086 11.089 0.042 
<: 5.523 I, 17755111 0 2t127WI> .S’.í. =l,5l’l 4.888 1.189.164.íi47 1.168.541.085 2.321E-07 0.1 10 11.114 0.040 

D .5,9SO ll.1782700 0.28053l8 5 5;. 5.940 2.306 1.430.240.994 1.407.922.994 2.0798-07 0.103 0.108 0.041 

II 2.937 0.285105ll 11.25492~12 5% ?.<J33 2,498 547.5cM.533 S.36.8C-lAOI 2.679E-07 0.142 0.148 0.04 I 

1’ 4.926 0.2 176’990 0.2672368 5% 4.921 4.360 1325.438334 1.207.0(9.834 2.008E-07 0.109 0.114 0.04 I 



Irl~KlVA’I’ION 01: SAFETY FACIOK 

c’OMI’ONENT FORINCREASED KISL 

Sensitivity by Hazard Group 
(State B) 

I:lll(llh!l I’rcllllull, 

8 
IIAZAKD Avg. (:n,l Wsahull I’ara~~c~c~ Change Iiwualrd Momenl> Rlrk Adj. Unad~. Kisk I.usd ----- 
GROW !>yyCase C Tall Inter.4 l<(X) IC(W) .Ecx^llL E(W - 2) I amhda l.ER I.ER Faslor 

l -------- 
.._ -. 

<he 1 4.634 1l.2;;2tX)o 0.2ii;w)30 5% 
. . . - _ _ __ _-. -- - -- _-.-. 

4.ú2n 4.106 1.284.448.44ö 1.267.139.951 l.BOlE-07 0.108 0.113 0.042 I ‘IllrCC 1:llur ‘l’Wl> I ln.486 8.749 5.3411 1).236.51111 0.169129Il O.l658541) 0.2579591 11.27.57319 11.2731.551 5% 5 5% % IO.-!5(, x.7.34 s.311 4.785 8.n35 9.730 3342.857.975J 5.012.087.033 1.70b.814.459 3..309.460.21~ 4.971.791.563 1.686.733.388 1.5621:-117 l..306E-07 1.0438-07 0.066 0.098 0.077 0 0.080 0.069 102 0.042 0.042 0.042 

Al1 6.9J.5 11.20215011 0.2656596 5% 11.943 6,323 2.511.980.445 2.485.534.098 1.3828-07 0.08b 0.089 0.042 
1 



EXAIBIT 
Paae 1 

EXHIBIT 8 
Weibull Severity Distribution 

For domam: Y > 0. and parameters: c > 0. [au > 0. 

Moments (before deducrible): 

If: W = {X - d for X > d. 0 otherwise} is the payment after a deductible, 

F,(x) = P~[x-d<xl = Pr[X<x+dj = F,(x+d) 

f,(x) = -,[FJx) 1 = f,(x+d) 

Moments (aher deductible): 
m m 

E[w'l = /wf,,(w) dw = [(x-d) f,(x)dx 

= j:,rx, du - d jf,Jxkk 
3 3 

Wirh a substitution: u = cxU. this simplifies fo 

=-’ IY++> [l - Pr(G<cd’)l - d[l - F.,(d)1 

where G is a gamma random variable with parameters: 
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ZXHIBIT $3 
?AGE Z 

P 

E[W‘l = J‘w;f,(wi dw = px-a)“f,Jx) dx 
1 d 

Expand ti quadratic IO obtain: 

Use substitutions to reduce to: 

=-I r(l++; [l-Pr(H<cci')! - rùcm'r(l+$) [l-Jr(Gtcà')] 

- d* [l-~.~(d,! 

where H is a gamma random variable with parameters: 

2 a=l+-, 
T 

p=1 
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